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About This Content
Patrician IV - Rise of a Dynasty brings a comprehensive package of improvements and new features to the best-selling
Patrician IV including online multiplayer and new scenarios.
Finally, you are able to operate your business in cooperative multiplayer mode with up to three friends helping out. And if you
are already master of the seas, you can now try and conquer the continent as well!
In Rise of a Dynasty, you will find new routes into the heartland and trade with cities like Berlin, Warsaw and Nijmegen. But of
course you have to grapple with the territorial rulers first and protect your wagon convoys from errant highwaymen.

Key Features:
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New land trade feature - Merchandise in heartland cities and establish an extensive road network
Cooperative multiplayer mode - Manage your company alongside three of your friends via LAN or Internet
Treasure hunt - Collect parts of a treasure map in the whole Hanseatic territory to find the ultimate pirate treasure
New scenarios - Six new scenarios, demanding even for experienced players
Become a big landowner - Buy parts of the regional territories to claim and expand your power
Loads of visual, AI and gameplay improvements - Revised nautical chart and city views, portraits for players and quest
givers, new animations for citizens and businesses
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Title: Patrician IV: Rise of a Dynasty
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Gaming Minds Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2011
a09c17d780

English,French,German
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Masterpiece... not for the story or gameplay.. Played this game in my youth, so happy I found it on steam. Lots of fun, keeps the
brain moving; super nostalgic :)
Great little game!. Disappointing. Combat mostly consists of selecting an angle and range and hitting fire. Need to play to
unlock things, ahistorical campaign, ship design limited to selecting options for turrets.. Vortex Attack is pure arcade fun.
Unlockable ships and different levels and enemies add variety to the solid game core.
While the start may seem a bit slow for expert players, the gameplay soon becomes tense and frantic. You will want to try again
every time you die... and you will die... a lot ;). Game won't even start on Win 7 x64 SP1, That after making you enter a serial
key, registering the game and then asking you to write down another code "for future reference".. Just another one of thos
racing games that if you approach a bend too fast the only thing that will happen is that you will go straight ahead instead of
turning. No amount of steering or braking will alter your path, once it decides you were going too fast, it will continue to go in a
straight line until you hit something or if there was enough room your speed slowly decreases to almost stopped. If you like
uncontrollable car games, fantastic, buy it!. I first played this game when I had hit my early teens and the first personal
computers were truly making their way into the homes of the general population, and now 20 years later I finally managed to
complete it. I highly recommend it for anyone to feel that nostalgia and see what a great game this was.
. Jokes aside, it fires a missile made of fork like objects that works similar to charged bullet.
. Ooo the movment is not so good, I don't get motion sick from much but the sliding was pushing me to the edge in combat.
Seemed like it should be fun but I was dropping frames all the time on 770. Also no reall sense of clipping, Your axe would just
swwing right through a row of guys. Maybe a if you have a beefier system give it a look but the combot didn't get me going.
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No thank you.. This game is very similar to many of Blaze's other games, but with a more open world style, and it takes a bit
longer. The you-don't-if-you're-making-progress style of gameplay is slightly tedious because of frequent back tracking, but I
like it. Although at one point there were so many split paths inside of split path that I had to write them all down on a piece of
paper. The post-apocalyptic visuals were cool, and some fun bosses (except for the last one). I had to get out a key spammer for
that last boss. I had a tactic where he charged and I ran back then turned around and hit him. A good enjoyable few hours.
P.S. on most of his other games I liked to play through them in about 2-3 days, but I took my time on this one (about 2 weeks)
and I found it to be more fun and less frustrating.. A beautiful little Metroidvania with excellent music, challenging but fair
gameplay and a lot of heart.
One of the best Greenlight games I've ever played and actually the first time I've felt compelled to complete a game 100% for
the achievements.
Make a home for this in your collection, it's a steal and an excellent use of 10 hours or so.. Has very promising seasonal vibes!
10/10 It's ♥♥♥♥ing fall y'all!. Frustratingly addictive
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